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Financial Development of the Fund

John Wilcock, the Unilever

Pension Fund’s Financial

Controller, gives you an 

overview of recent events

affecting the UPF.

In the last issue I wrote about further stock market falls after successive
calendar year losses in 2000 and 2001, the first time this had happened
since 1973/4. We now know that the UK stock market recorded a third
successive year of losses in 2002, something which only occurred three
times in the last century. For the record, there was only one occasion
when the market fell for four successive years, from 1937 to 1940. 
The Fund remains heavily invested in equities (company shares) so
these market falls have had an impact on its value, which has declined
from just short of £5 billion at the end of 1999 to around £3.3 billion 
at the end of last year.

The triennial valuation of the Fund was completed last year 
and revealed a relatively small surplus of £170 million at the valuation
date, 31 March 2002. However, the Scheme Actuary warned that, by 
the time he submitted his report to the Trustee Board, that surplus 
had almost certainly decreased. As a consequence it was decided 
that contributions for both the Company and employees would
recommence with effect from January 2003. Further details of the
outcome of the valuation were included in my letter to pensioners
dated 18 December 2002.

At the same time as the actuarial valuation, the Investment Committee
undertook a review of the Fund’s investment strategy. The key outcomes
of this review were as follows:

• reduced exposure to equities; increased exposure to property 
and bonds

• within equities: reduced exposure to the UK, Japan and emerging 
markets; increased exposure to the US and Europe

• more active investment management; less passive index tracking

The revised investment strategy is shown on the left with the previous
allocations shown in parentheses.

Is my pension safe?

Throughout this period there has been a barrage of press coverage 
of the so-called ‘Pensions Crisis’. This has accelerated during the
February/March company reporting season with companies now
required to disclose the state of their pension assets and liabilities
according to a new accounting standard, FRS17. While much of 
the press coverage has been of a general nature, some articles have
identified Unilever and its financial position. Regrettably, much of this
coverage has been misleading and in some cases downright alarmist,
causing concern and anxiety to some of our pensioners.

Given the difficult background currently faced by the pensions 
industry what our pensioners really want to know is: ‘Is my pension
safe?’ We put this question to Unilever Chairman, Niall FitzGerald, 
in the interview opposite.
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Pensioners News: Since the announcement of 
the Company’s results, there have been various
media reports of a ‘black hole’ in the Pension Fund. 
Is this correct and, if so, what will the Company 
do about it?

Niall FitzGerald: The figures reported in the
Company results relate to all our pension
arrangements around the world, some of which 
are unfunded by design, in line with local practice.
These accounting figures are a “snapshot” of the
Company’s pension liabilities at the end of the year,
based on the market values on that
day of the assets held by the
pension arrangements.

However, pensions are actually
financed on a long-term basis. 
Last year’s Actuarial Valuation 
of our UK pension fund revealed 
a small surplus. The assets of the
Fund were about four percent
more than was required to meet
the accrued liabilities at 31 March
2002, taking a long term view.

Pensioners News: If volatile
financial conditions were to
continue in the longer term, 
would more money have to be 
paid into the Fund?

Niall FitzGerald: An interim valuation of the UK
pension fund will be undertaken later this year to
check the funding position again. Contributions
from both the Company and its employees have
already restarted, to meet the cost of further 
accruals of benefit for current employees. If the
interim valuation reveals the need for further 
action to restore the financial strength of the 
Fund, then appropriate steps will be taken. 

Pensioners News: At a time when increasing
numbers of UK companies are closing their final

salary pension schemes to new
employees, how much longer will
Unilever be willing to offer final
salary pension arrangements in 
the UK?

Niall FitzGerald: We are proud 
of our final salary pension
arrangements, which give our
employees a predictable standard
of living in retirement. Providing
adequate pensions is an important
corporate responsibility and we
intend to continue to do so for 
the foreseeable future.
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Niall FitzGerald

Interview with 
Niall FitzGerald

Pension Increase - next due April 2004

Don’t forget the pension increase has moved from
October to April. This means that the next increase
will be in April 2004 - not October 2003.

New publication month for Pensioners News 

Now that the pension increase has moved to April, 
we have moved the publication for the autumn
edition of Pensioners News back to November, which
means that you should in future receive Pensioners
News every 6 months.

On the grapevine

It’s survey time again!

Every two years UKPD commissions a telephone
survey of randomly selected members to ask them
their perception of our service. The survey will take
place in early summer and if  you receive a request
to take part, we would be most grateful if you 
would participate. 

If you don’t get contacted, don’t worry - you can 
still give us feedback any time. (See page 7 for
contact details.)



In the last 6 months we have been working
principally with Unilever Ice Cream and Frozen
Foods (formerly Birds Eye Wall’s), Ben and Jerry’s
and Unilever Bestfoods.  

Unilever Ice Cream and Frozen Foods 
(formerly Bird’s Eye Walls)

We have visited over 10,000 outlets for the ice cream
side of the business, to put up new point of sale
material, find out what our customers want, and
make them aware of our latest products: Magnum
Seven Sins and Cornetto Soft Yoghurt Forest Fruits.
Last year’s launch of Cornetto Soft was such a
success we were asked to help again, so in March
and April this year 42 pensioners were out on the
road, checking that the Cornetto Soft machines were
ready for what we hope will be a summer heat wave!

Unilever Bestfoods

We were asked to provide a team to work with 
Asda Wal-Mart, helping in store with our latest
promotions. Ian Hubbert, one of our pensioners,
is the project manager and works with a team in
various parts of the country ensuring that all
promotional material is well placed in stores.

Ben & Jerry’s asked us to do a similar exercise in
readiness for the Christmas rush on luxury ice cream. 

We have more projects coming up, including 
one with Lever Fabergé where we will be looking 
at customer care lines across Europe. We are
particularly looking for pensioners who speak the
local language and, if possible, good English, in 
the following countries:

Portugal, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Greece,
Switzerland, Austria, France, Belgium and Ireland.

If you would like to be considered for this project and
future projects in your country please contact me as
soon as possible by telephone, e-mail or in writing.

Update with Cynthia Elliott
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In October 2002 John Wilcock and I went round 
the country presenting the UPF valuation to our
Pensioner Visitors and making them aware of the
new pension credit that will be available from
October 2003.

This year’s pensioners conference (see opposite)
was a great success with 110 delegates attending,
including pensioner visitors and representatives
from various pensioners clubs and Regional Groups.
Please get in touch if you would like to know more
about pensioner visiting or Regional Groups,
especially if you are in the Leeds area and would 
be interested in helping to set up a Regional 
Group. All of the Regional Groups have an exciting
programme ahead and we will give you a full 
update on each one in the next Pensioners News.

UNIFORCE

You may remember our mission statement from the
autumn edition of Pensioners News: “UNIFORCE is
committed to giving high quality results using our
knowledge, passion and loyalty and delivering real
added value to the business”.

Those of you who have worked and are working with
UNIFORCE can be very proud of yourselves 
for such dedicated commitment to helping to
increase Unilever sales in the UK. A very big thank
you to you all.

From left to right: Cynthia Elliott, Peter Bolger,
Tom Pickerskill and John Wilcock meet to
discuss future Uniforce projects at the
pensioners conference. Peter and Tom are 
from Unilever Ice Cream and Frozen Foods.

Cynthia (our Pensioners Liaison Manager)

keeps you up to date with what’s been

happening since the last issue of 

Pensioners News.

You can contact Cynthia:

By post at the following address:
Cynthia Elliott, Pensioners Liaison Manager, UKPD,
Unilever House, Blackfriars, London EC4P 4BQ

Tel: 020 7822 5863
Mobile: 07802 151719
E-mail: Cynthia.Elliott@Unilever.com

Please also send your letters to Cynthia 
(including contributions for the letters page).
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The conference (held at the Millennium Gloucester
hotel in London) took place against a background
of increasing insecurity about the future of company
pension schemes. One of the trustees, Dick Aynsley-
Smith, pressed Chris Lewin, Head of UK Pensions, 
on this subject when interviewing him on behalf 
of the delegates. Dick was keen to learn whether or 
not his pension would be safe. Chris made the point
that the pension is backed not only by the assets in
the Fund but also by the Company standing behind
the Fund. The Company is in a strong financial
position and Unilever pensions are more secure
than is the case in some other companies.

Jeffrey Allgrove, Controller for Unilever, presented
the latest details of the Company’s position and 
the progress it has made along the Path to Growth. 
He gave an example of how well our products are
performing, and how innovative they are, particularly
Magnum Seven Sins which has been very successful
in Australia and is now being launched in the UK.
Dove Hair was launched in Asia during 2002 and 
it was interesting to learn that Dove had been a
brand in our portfolio since 1954 but had not been
exploited outside the USA until 1996, since when 
it has grown phenomenally. He also reminded the
delegates that we now have about 745 brands against
1600 when we started along the Path to Growth 
in 1999.

David Willetts MP, Shadow Secretary of State for
Work and Pensions, who has a reputation for being
an extremely clever policy expert, spoke passionately
about the state of pensions in the UK. He highlighted
the work that he and other opposition MPs are
carrying out to propose an alternative to pension
credit, resulting in less reliance on means tested
pensions. He also suggested that as people are living
longer it makes little sense to keep the present age

Pensioners
Conference
This year’s annual conference for UPF Pensioners was held at the end

of February, with key speakers detailing the progress of the Company

and the state of pensions in the UK.David Willetts

limit for retirement; he would prefer people to have
a choice. Commenting on compulsory pensions he
argued that, as each person’s circumstances are
different, efforts should be directed to encouraging
people into pension schemes rather than compelling
them to join. He made particular reference to 
final salary schemes and the fact that Unilever still
supports its scheme, and cautioned companies
against closing them since they may be banking 
on savings which do not, in the end, materialise.

The profusion and complexity of state benefits
means that many people, especially pensioners, 
do not claim all the benefits to which they are
entitled. The delegates were especially fortunate 
to hear from Derek Wildey, a former civil servant 
in the Department for Work and Pensions, who 
now offers an information service on state benefits.
He explained the various benefits on offer and how
we could help people to claim them. See page 6 for
more details on state benefits.

UNIFORCE, the team of Unilever pensioners
working on various projects for the business, has
made a great contribution to the success of Unilever
in 2002. Peter Bolger and Tom Pickersgill, both from
Unilever Ice Cream and Frozen Foods (formerly
Birds Eye Wall’s), spoke about various projects 
that UNIFORCE had undertaken for them which had
generated increased sales. Particular reference was
made to the first UNIFORCE project, Cornetto Soft,
in July 2002 and the fact that sales trebled in the
three week period that the team were on the road. 

Once again the conference was deemed a great
success, with a judicious balance between formal
sessions and the opportunity to discuss issues
informally with the Trustees, UK Pensions
Department representatives and fellow pensioners.



Thousands of people are missing out by not
claiming, so to help you find out more, we are
looking at the Minimum Income Guarantee and 
the benefit which replaces it in October 2003, 
the Pension Credit.

We also look at benefits available following the
death of a close relative and the effect on your
benefits if you enter hospital.

Minimum Income Guarantee (MIG)

About 700,000 pensioners (people over 60) are
losing cash by not claiming MIG. So how does it work?

MIG gives extra cash to people over age 60 who have
savings below £12,000 (the property you live in does
not count toward the saving limit) and a low income.
From April 2003 the low income level is set at £102.10
a week if single and £155.80 for couples. If your
income (which includes state pension and company
pension) is below these levels, you should claim 
MIG, as your income will be brought up to these
levels. Once you have MIG, other benefits become
available: for example rent and council tax rebates
and help with NHS charges like dental treatment
and glasses. Call 0800 0281111 for a claim form 
for MIG.

The Pension Credit

MIG will be replaced by the Pension Credit from
October 2003. There will be two parts to the Credit:
a Guarantee and a Savings Credit. The Guarantee
will work on the same basis as MIG but with one
improvement: there will be no savings cut-off, 
so the £12,000 capital limit will no longer apply.

The other plus is that for people aged 65 or 
over, the Savings Credit can be paid on top of 
the Guarantee and is available to people who 
have saved for their retirement. You will be classed 
as saving for retirement if you have a company
pension, personal pension or other savings.

Are you
missing out?

This Savings Credit will be paid to people who have
an income of less than £139 a week if single and
£204 for couples. The formula for calculating the
Savings Credit is complex and our advice is if you
feel your income is less than the figures shown
above, make a claim.

The Chancellor has said that some five million
pensioners will be entitled to the Pension Credit -
don’t miss out!

Bereavement payments

It is important to register a death with the
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) as
increases in pensions and other benefits may be
awarded. If it is your husband or wife who has died,
the DWP will check to see if your own pension can
be increased by using the record of your late spouse.
It may also be possible to receive a Bereavement
Payment of £2,000 and a weekly allowance. These
payments are dependent on things like benefits
already in payment and when the death occurred.

Help with funeral expenses

If you are responsible for the cost of a funeral of 
a close relative and you receive MIG or get a rent or
council tax rebate, you could receive help with the
cost of the funeral through the Social Fund.

Admittance to hospital

The Chancellor announced in his recent Budget
that from April 2003 there will be no reduction in
State Pension until you have spent a year in hospital.
This is a great improvement since, previously, 
a reduction would be made after you had spent 
6 weeks in hospital. You need to inform the DWP 
as soon as you are admitted to hospital so that they
can take any necessary action.

Full details of all State benefits

These are just a few examples of the range of benefits
available. You must make a claim, as it is not usual for
benefits to be paid automatically. If you need advice
either contact your local Pensions Service office or
try an independent organisation like your local
Citizens Advice Bureau.

Full details of all State benefits can be found in
booklet PG1 (October 2002 edition), which should 
be available from your local Pensions Service office.
Your local Post Office may also stock this booklet.
Details can also be found on the DWP website,
www.info4pensioners.gov.uk, or from the DWP
Enquiry Office tel: 020 7712 2171

Do you realise that more than £100 billion will

be spent on Social Security benefits this year? 
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Moving house or changing your bank?

To ensure the continuity of your payments, please
ensure we have your new details if you have a new
bank account or changed address.

Some Useful Phone Numbers

Unilever Pensions Department Helpline 
020 7822 6050
Unilever Pensioners Association/Pensioner Liaison 
020 7822 5863
Unilever Private Insurance 
020 7822 5555/5547/5536
Unilever Pensions Tax Office (Ref 951/V) 
0845 300 0627
DWP Enquiry Office 
020 7712 2171

If writing to UKPD, please remember to quote 
your record number. The address for letters is:
Pensioners Administration, UKPD
Unilever House, Blackfriars, London EC4P 4BQ
E-mail: london.ukpensions@unilever.com

Don’t forget - You can find general information
about the Unilever Pension Fund on our website -
www.myupfpension.co.uk. You can also download
commonly used forms, for example a change of
address form, by looking under the “Governing
Documents” button, and clicking on “Forms”.

Money matters - TAX changes 2003
Income tax allowances

10%

22%

40%

£1 - £1,960

£1,961 - £30,500

On the balance 

Tax rates (non-savings)

Your individual tax code will
vary depending on your status
and income.  

* These additional age 
allowances are only payable 
in full to people with an 
annual income of less than 
£18,300. If your annual 
income exceeds £18,300 
these allowances will 
be reduced.

£4,615

£6,610

£6,720

£5,565
£5,635

£2,150

£1,510

£4,615

£6,100

£6,370

£5,465
£5,535

£2,110

£1,480

Personal Allowance

Personal Allowance (65-74)*

Personal Allowance (75+)*

Married Couple’s allowance where:
- either partner was born before 

6 April 1935 but both under 75*
- either partner 75+*

Minimum Married Couple’s allowance
for those born before 6 April 1935

Blind person’s allowance

These rates of income tax will be applied 
to the first pension payment you receive after 
16 June 2003. This payment will be adjusted
to take into account the revised tax deduction
for payments made prior to this date.

2002/3

TAXABLE INCOME RATE OF TAX

2003/4

£4,027.40

£2,410.20

£6,437.60

£13.00

£77.45

£46.35

£123.80

£0.25

Single person

Dependent spouse

Married Couple

Age addition – at 80

State Retirement Pension from 6 April 2003

ANNUAL WEEKLY

If you have any queries concerning the assessment
of your tax code, please contact the Inspector at the
address below: 
HM Inspector of Taxes
Chapel Wharf Area, Trinity Bridge House 
2 Dearmans Place, Salford M3 5BS

When writing or telephoning the Inspector always
quote your tax reference 951/V and your National
Insurance Number. This will help them to process
your enquiry more quickly.

Last month we sent  you your P60, the certificate
which confirms your pension and tax details for the
tax year 2002 - 2003. PLEASE keep it in a safe place,
as you may need to produce it for the Inland Revenue.

Please help us to help you

P60 Certificate
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Competition: 

Win a fabulous Warner weekend break** for two 
at any Classic Resort or Hotel. Just answer the
following question. “What is the name of Warner’s
flagship hotel?”

If you know the answer please write to us at:
Warner Holiday Competition, UKPD, 
Unilever House, Blackfriars, 
London EC4 4BQ

Answer to arrive no later than 
11 July 2003. Please mark the envelope
“Warner Holiday”. One entry per
person, and only Unilever pensioners
may enter. The lucky winner will be
notified shortly after the closing date
and their name published in the next
edition of the newsletter.

**Terms and conditions apply

Win a Warner weekend

Letters page

“To prove that it’s never too late to do physically
demanding things, I have just returned from
climbing Kilimanjaro, the highest mountain in
Africa. And this at the age of 71 with two artificial
hips! It was a big personal challenge undertaken in
support of a very worthy cause: Katy Allen’s Village
Education Project. Katy was a London lawyer who
climbed Kili in 1996 and was struck by the condition
of children in villages nearby. She set up this project
to rebuild local schools, provide books and training
and develop computer skills. 

We were warmly welcomed to Tanzania by Katy and
her team and taken to see the schools, before
spending three days acclimatising to the altitude and
lack of oxygen, walking slowly with guides and porters
from 6,000 to 15,000 feet. With temperatures

An inspirational story from Dick Ripper, one of
our pensioners, who proves that active life and
great achievement need not stop at 65!

Discover Warner Holidays Historic and Character
hotels, and traditional Classic Resorts. They all offer
great value and there’s a wide choice of locations
and accommodation to choose from. 

Indulge yourself at Warner’s flagship hotel, the
sumptuous Thoresby Hall, where a new spa and
Mediterranean restaurant opened in April.

Exclusive offer for Unilever pensioners

Enjoy 15% discount off the brochure price for
weekend breaks at all Hotels (except Bembridge
Coast Hotel) in June, July and August 2003, 15% 
off the brochure price for weekend breaks all year at
Classic Resorts (excluding Premier Starbreaks) and
10% off all other breaks, including Premier Starbreaks.

To take advantage of this special offer* call 
0870 242 2005 quoting code HG865 and request a
brochure. To make a reservation call 0870 601 6012
quoting code HG865.

* This offer, which excludes Bank
Holidays, Christmas and New Year
and applies to new bookings only,
cannot be used in conjunction 
with any other offer or discount 
and is subject to availability and the 
terms and conditions in the 
Warner 2003 brochure.

well below freezing, I prepared to make the final
ascent wearing as many warm layers as possible,
including two pairs of gloves and a balaclava with 
a ski hat on top!

We started off in pitch darkness at 12.30am up a
rough scree path. Progress was very slow and every
step was a huge effort. Sunrise found us just below
the crater ridge and, encouraged by our companions,
we made it to Gillman’s Point at 18,640 feet. We’d
done it! The rest of the party carried on to Uhuru,
the highest point on the crater rim, but I decided to
call it a day and, after a good rest, we made it back
around sunset, thoroughly exhausted after 18 hours
on our feet at high altitude. Back to the hotel and a
hot bath - bliss! 

Special thanks are due to my son, Ian, who gave me
the courage to try, my wife Jenny who thinks I’m
mad but supports me just the same, the surgeon
who installed my hips 11 years ago and my GP, David
Wynn-Mackenzie for his advice. It has been a very
tough and memorable experience, in the company
of a splendid group of people, in support of a very
good cause. I hope it will encourage other seniors to
dare to try new challenges.”

Miss P May, Bristol
Mrs E M Hart, Chester
Mrs A Ditcham, Norfolk
Mr A J Hodge, Norfolk
Mr E Fothergill, Warrington

Crossword winners
Well done to all the winners of the autumn 2002
crossword competition, who all received M&S
vouchers to the value of £20. They were:




